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ABSTRACT

This project seeks to develop a Multimodal Performance Evaluation System (MPES),
a system for real-time evaluation of individual and team stress levels suitable for a
wide array of military medical training and assessment domains and conditions. This
system was designed to identify changes in stress levels during training scenarios and
determine whether changes to environmental or task stressors are needed. MPES cap-
italizes on the predictive abilities of pretest data (cognitive and affective) along with
real-time physiological and sociometric data, to make claims about individual team
member stress levels during training and aggregating that data into a team stress-level
score. Our overarching goal was to improve the quality of training for medical teams,
by adapting scenario-related characteristics to maximize stress levels, while avoiding
overstressing to the point of performance failure. MPES is designed to be utilized in a
variety of training environments of varying complexity, including screen-based, head-
mount, immersive VR theatre, and open field exercises. Independent variables include
heart rate, skin temperature, vocal characteristics. Moderating variables are working
memory capacity and eight affective variables (e.g., extroversion and emotional stabil-
ity). A Machine Learning approach using TPOT (a Python Automated Machine Learning
Tool) was utilized for validation of the MPES analytic engine. Results indicate that the
system is sensitive to individual differences and is capable of reliably reporting on
perceived stress level.
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INTRODUCTION

The research question we aimed to answer was what combination of data
types, usable in live, virtual and face-to-face (F2F) team events, provide the
most reliable prediction of a trainee’s (and team’s) stress level.

Key Take-aways –We seek to demonstrate that, through the use of machine
learning and artificial intelligence, multiple data sources and types can be
aggregated to provide sufficient evidence of real-time individual and team
stress levels.

There is sufficient research evidence supporting the use of the various
modalities behind our proposed model, including research on the use of bio-
metric badges and sensors to identify cognitive and stress conditions, the use
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of personality tests to predict susceptibility to stress, the relationship between
working memory capacity and stress, and the use of pre-event stress trig-
gers to facilitate stress (Alamudun 2012, Baldasaro 2013, Hale 2013, Healey
2000, Kirschbaum, 1993, Schoofs 2009). What was missing was model and
analytics to weight and aggregate the various data to reliably predict indi-
viduals’ and teams’ stress levels, in real time, so that the environment or task
can be modified, based on those predictions. The goal of this project was to
create that missing model and analytics and create a system (hardware and
software) that is ready for large scale data gathering.

The personality factors selected for this project were the Mini-IPIP
(a highly utilized and validated personality test that examines 5 personal-
ity factors, some of which have been shown to influence susceptibility to
stress, such as extroversion) and three other personality factors that have
been shown to impact susceptibility to stress (persistence/industriousness,
sensation-seeking, and toughness).

Building the analytic model required the use of machine learning models
and psychometric models to examine a variety of multimodal data sources
(i.e., self-reports, biometric data, sociometric data, pretest cognitive skills) to
achieve stable and reliable readings. All intended biometric and sociometric
devices have been used in real-world settings, albeit maybe not as challenging
as a combat environment we were designing for, but there did not seem to be
any logical barriers to succeeding at sending relevant and reliable data to the
analytic engine. The goal of this project was to develop and bring the analytic
engine to a state of readiness for large scale field testing. Figure 1 depicts the
flow of the various data types in our model.

Figure 1: MPES model.

The most challenging task required real-time coding of telemetry and
sophisticated approaches to real-time analysis and aggregation with other
data. We leveraged work done at Imbellus, Inc. on real-time telemetric and
biometric data analysis to develop a model optimized for adaptive task mod-
ification. Utilizing members of our development team, we tested the system,
in real-time, with multiple participants and have validated that a reasonably
accurate “stress level” score was achievable.
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APPROACH

We combined a validated personality test (theMini-IPIP) with items from sev-
eral other affective tests to be applicable to military medical training. In total,
8 personality factors were selected for inclusion inMPES: extraversion, agree-
ableness, emotional stability, conscientiousness, openness, sensation-seeking,
persistence/industriousness, and toughness.

We created a sensor array (hardware and software) to evaluate the reli-
ability and accuracy of various wearable biometric and sociometric devices
(heart rate, skin temperature, voice characteristics) under train-as-you-fight
conditions.

We developed an analytic model to evaluate real-time data, weight both
real-time data (physiological and sociometric) and pre-test data (working
memory capacity and personality traits), and aggregate the various results
to represent both individual and team states and determine if a scenario
should be modified and in which direction (to increase stress or decrease
stress).

For future field testing, prior to exposure to a training scenario, teammem-
ber’s working memory capacity are determined along with eight personality
traits, the majority of which are known to be predictors of susceptibility to
stress. During the training scenario, changes to heart rate, skin temperature,
and vocal characteristics (e.g., pitch and cadence), all of which have been
shown to be valid indicators of stress, are monitored and evaluated.

We designed an analytic engine that utilizes Machine Learning (ML)
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to train and improve the system as data are
gathered during training sessions. The overall approach of the MPES ana-
lytic engine is triangulation of data, where any individual stress indicator
is not sufficient to make a claim about stress levels, but 5 indicators are.
MPES is designed to integrate with any virtual environment application for
medical (and other) team training where awareness of participants’ stress
levels is valuable. MPES’s open specification facilitates integration with any
current and future application. The wearable biometric and sociometric
sensors/devices are open source, as is the analytic engine.

The Analytic Engine was tested and improved using TPOT, a Python Auto-
mated Machine Learning Tool that optimizes machine learning pipelines
using genetic programming. Essentially, TPOTmakes a large number of mod-
els with different variations of algorithms and data processing, and only the
“strongest”ones survive each generation. This works similar to natural selec-
tion where only the strongest species (pipeline) survives and in the end (in
theory) the best possible evolution has occurred.

TPOT is initialized to train with five-fold cross validation based on 80%
of the data, and then validates the trained model on 20% of the data TPOT
was initialized with a population size of 100 and the number of generations
was set to 400. Essentially, this means that TPOT will train 100 models for
each generation it iterates through.

Testing will be performed in the Wide Area Virtual Environment (WAVE)
(Liu 2018, Liu 2020). The WAVE is an 8,000 sq. ft. immersive virtual real-
ity theatre designed for medical team instruction. It comprised of 24 screens
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forming two circular pods connected by a corridor. Each pod is approxi-
mately 25 ft. in diameter. The corridor is 20 ft long. The corridor tapers from
12 ft. at each end to 9 ft. in the middle. Within the WAVE, learners wear
lightweight passive stereo glasses. They perceive an immersive and immersive
3D virtual environment while moving freely within the space. During a train-
ing exercise, the WAVE incorporates standardized patients, part task trainers,
and light-weight props to simulate actual environments where a medical team
can be deployed. E.g., combat or civilian mass-casualty, natural disaster, and
chemical/biological/nuclear scenarios. Access to the WAVE is via an entrance
in each pod. Each entrance is made up of two screens pivoted to swing out-
ward. During use, they are closed to present a seamless environment. Fig. 2
illustrates.

Figure 2: WAVE layout.

The WAVE has been used to simulate intense combat environments in sup-
port of student learners at USU. Varying scenarios are supported. Figs 3 – 5
illustrate. As both physical and virtual aspects of the scenario are controlled
by theWAVE, highly consistent learning environments can be generated. This
capability facilitates the investigation of team learning and performance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We ran TPOT multiple times, and in the nature of a genetic library each run
resulted in slightly different scores and often with different algorithms chosen
in the pipeline, but the scores were consistent around F1 0.90. A large study
sample (e.g., 5000 or more participants) will be required to improve results
and make claims at a sufficiently high level of confidence.

Note that working memory capacity and personality traits might perform
better as a predictor (mediator) of stress, rather than as a moderator of stress.
Field testing of a large sample will be needed to make these determinations.

NEXT STEPS

To date, all testing during product research and development has been with
the research and development team as participants and with TPOT data.
Despite this constraint, we achieved the project goal of delivering a product
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ready for large scale field testing using the Uniformed Services University’s
(USU) Val G. Hemming Simulation Center’s Wide Area Virtual Environment
(WAVE) and combat medic student participants.

Figure 3: Conducting a Focused Assessment with Sonography for Trauma (FAST)
examination in a simulated forward surgical base environment.

Figure 4: Simulating a point of injury scenario in a combat environment.
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Figure 5: Additional effects, such as smoke, can be dynamically added to vary sensory
load based on training requirements.
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